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Introduction
In this paper we consider a perturbed version of variational inequalities defined on polyhedral sets. As is well-known, a number of equilibrium problems in economics and transportation science can be cast as a variational inequality problem with an underlying polyhedral set. Examples include spatial market equilibrium problems, Nash equilibrium games, oligopolistic equilibrium models and traffic equilibrium problems. Common practical applications include energy planning, urban transit system analysis and design, and prediction of intercity freight flows. The purpose of sensitivity analysis for these problems is threefold. First, since estimating problem data often introduces measurement errors, sensitivity analysis helps in identifying sensitive parameters that should be obtained with relatively high accuracy. Second, sensitivity analysis can sometimes help, to certain degree, to predict the future changes of the equilibria as a result of the changes in the governing system. Third, sensitivity analysis provides useful information for designing or planning various equilibrium systems. In addition, from a theoretical point of view, sensitivity properties of a mathematical programming problem can provide new insight concerning the problem being studied and can sometimes stimulate new ideas for problem-solving.
A number of authors have addressed sensitivity and stability issues of variational inequalities with special linear structures. The methodologies suggested so far vary with the problem settings being studied. Assuming the differentiability of the perturbed solution, Irwin and Yang [ 1982 ] provided an iterative method for computing the derivatives of the perturbed solution of a spatial price equilibrium problem on a bipartite graph. All of these sensitivity analyses either assumed or finally showed that the perturbed solution is locally unique. However, in this paper the conditions we impose do not imply the local uniqueness of the perturbed solution. For this reason, we generalize the usual definition of differentiability to a point-to-set mapping. We also show that these conditions are in a certain sense the weakest possible ones needed to ensure the differentiability of the perturbed solutions.
Typically, the development of variational inequality sensitivity analysis for equilibrium problems like those mentioned previously involves several technical difficulties. The traffic equilibrium problem provides one illustration. Due to the problem's special structure, the variational inequality formulation of the problem ( see Section 4 ) usually includes path flow variables. However, the fact that the path flow pattern is usually not unique at equilibrium prohibits the direct application of the variational inequality sensitivity analysis to this problem. Since the methodology suggested in this paper does not require uniqueness of the equilibrium solution, it can be used to derive sensitivity properties for a number of equilibrium problems including this traffic equilibrium application. Robinson [ 1980 ] on generalized equations to obtain sufficient conditions for differentiability of the perturbed solution. In a subsequent paper, we will extend the results of this paper to variational inequalities defined on nonpolyhedral sets.
The next section defines the problem being considered and gives the key assumptions we make throughout the paper. It also introduces the notion of Lipschitz continuity and directional differentiability of the perturbed solution set. Four instructive examples show the necessity of these assumptions. In Section 3, we describe the suggested approach in detail. We first establish the Lipschitz continuity property, and then the differentiability property of the perturbed solution set.
Section 4, which considers the application of the method to traffic equilibrium problems, introduces a more general form of the underlying ground set to accommodate the special features of applications like the traffic equilibrium problem. Finally in Section 5, we provide a numerical example to illustrate the procedure for computing the directional derivative of traffic equilibria -the derivative is determined as a unique solution to certain linear variational inequality over the network.
We believe that the approach adopted in this paper, via the development of the intermediate Lipschitz continuity property, not only permits us to establish the current results, but has the potential to be a general proof technique for establishing a variety of differentiability results.
Formulation
In this and next section, we consider the perturbed variational inequality problem of the following form:
VI (c): find x P satisfying F(x, ) T (y -x) > 0 for any y P where F ( , ) is a point-to-point mapping from PXR m to R", e E R m is a perturbation parameter, and P is a polyhedron defined by P = { x R" I Ax 2 b }. Let S ( e ) denote the solution set of VI ( ),
and let x ( ) be any vector in S ( ). Also, suppose x* solves the problem VI ( c* ).
In our development, we do not assume that S ( ) n U is necessarily a singleton for any e in any neighborhood U of x*, i.e., c -* S ( e ) n U is generally a point-to-set mapping. Therefore, apart from the usual notion of continuity and semicontinuity of a point-to-set mapping, we define the Lipschitz continuity and directional differentiability of point-to-set mapping S ( ) n U at ( x*, £* ) as follows.
Definition 2.1. The perturbed local solution set S ( ) n U is said to be Lipschitz continuous at ( x*, E* ) if for some neighborhood V of£* and some number L > 0, 1 x( ) -x* 11 < L IIt -e* 11 for any
x(e) E S() n u and E V.
Definition 2.2. The perturbed local solution set S ( ) n U is said to be directionally differentiable at ( x*, * ) in the direction co E R m , if there is a vector d ( Eo ) E R n satisfying the property that for any
x(E* + to) S (* + to) n U,
The perturbed local solution set is said to be directionally differentiable at ( x*, e* ) if it is directionally differentiable in every direction eo E R m.
These definitions are natural extensions of the same notions for point-to-point mappings and have clear geometrical meanings -when the mapping is single valued, these definitions are exactly the usual ones for functions. By our definition, differentiability is a strong property that requires all points in S ( x* + t ) n U converge to a common point along same direction and with same rate. Then we define
t-+O0
Clearly, D ( o ) also contains first order information regarding the limiting behavior of S ( ) at 
In this case, S ( c ) = [ 0, E ], which is not differentiable at ( 0, 0 ). Notice that F satisfies the other three conditions. 
Notice that function F satisfies Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 and that S ( ) = ( iii ) Assumptions 2.1-2.4 imply that the perturbed local solution set is directionally differentiable for any direction co and the derivative uniquely solves a certain linear variational inequality.
Description of Method
This section consists of two parts. In the first part, imposing Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4', we derive the Lipschitz continuity property of the perturbed local solution set. We show for small perturbations the perturbed local solution set is contained in x* + P'. The second part establishes the directional differentiability property of the perturbed local solution set. Imposing Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4', we prove any vector in D ( co ) is a solution to a certain linear variational inequality.
Then we show that Assumption 2.4 implies this linear variational inequality has a unique solution.
Therefore, Assumptions 2.1-2.4 implies that the perturbed local solution set is directionally differentiable.
Throughout this section, we will use a simple reformulation of variational inequalities which we summerize in the following lemma, whose proof is immediate from the definitions. This approach has the disadvantage of imposing conditions on the derived primal-dual optimality conditions rather than the problem data itself. Indeed, it is the lack of strict complementary slackness that has led Kyparisis to adopt the generalized equation approach and considerably complicates the analysis. In our approach, we first show that the linear programming primal solution and (an appropriately chosen ) dual solution satisfy the Lipschitz condition. This fact permits us to show that the primal and dual " derivatives " satisfy an auxiliary linear complementarity problem ( which can be restated as an equivalent linear variational inequality ).
Lipschitz continuity of the perturbed solutions
We will first consider a locally restricted variational inequality problem that has a Lipschitz continuous solution set near ( x*, e* ). Then we show the solutions of this local problem are exactly the local solutions of VI ( E ).
Let U and V be chosen to satisfy Assumption 2.1 and 2.2. Suppose U 1 C U is a neighborhood (which we choose as an open n-cube ) of x*. Consider the following locally restricted variational inequality problem:
VI'(e): Find x'EP n C1 ( U 1 ) satisfying F(x', ) T (y -x' ) 0 foranyy P n Cl (U1 ).
Let S' ( E ) denote the solution set of VI' ( ). Since for each E V, F ( , E ) is continuous over the compact convex set P n C1 ( U 1 ), S' ( 0 ) is nonempty for all E V. Also notice that S ( ) n U 1 c S' ( ).
As an immediate result of the next lemma we will show that the set S' ( ) is contained in x* + pl for all £ in a neighborhood of E*. Then we prove that S' ( ) satisfies certain Lipschitz continuity property near e*. Finally, we point out that S' ( ) = S ( ) n U1 for near e*. Then S' ( ) is a singleton for all (E V1 ).
Lemma 3.1.2. S' ( F ) is Lipschitz continuous at ( x*, * ).
Proof. For any x' ( ) ( S' ( ) and E ( V1, since x' ( ) solves VI' ( ) and x* solves VI ( * ), we have
Adding these two inequalities, we obtain
Then by Lemma 3.1.1. (b) and Assumption 2.2,
The next theorem establishes the Lipschitz continuity property at ( x*, £* ) for the perturbed local solution set of VI ( ).
Theorem 3.1.1. S ( e ) n U 1 is Lipschitz continuous at ( x*, £* ).
Proof. Since x* C U 1 , by Lemma 3.1.2, some neighborhood V 2 C V 1 of c* has the property that for any e ( V 2 , S' ( ) C U 1 . Consequently, the supporting hyperplane { x I F ( x' ( e ), e )T ( x -X' ( ) ) = 0 } of P n U 1 at x' ( e ) is also a supporting hyperplane of P at x' ( e ). By Lemma 3.1, this result implies x' (e) is also a solution to VI ( ). Thus, S' (e) = S(e) n U 1 fore E V 2 , and hence S( e ) n U is Lipschitz continuous at ( x*, e* ).
FO
It is possible to show (by examples like those in Section 2 ) that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4' are in a sense the weakest possible conditions under which the Lipschitz continuity property is valid.
Directional differentiability of the perturbed solutions
In this subsection, we establish the directional differentiability properties of the perturbed local Writing x = xl -x 2 , xl > 0, x 2 2 0, we have the following equivalent linear programming formulation of( 3.2.1 ) which has the same optimal dual solutions as ( 3.2.1 ):
The optimal dual solution of( 3.2.2 ) may not be unique. However, we now show that some sequence of dual solutions n ( c* + tk Co ), k E K C N of ( 3.2.2 ) has the Lipschitz continuity property at n ( c* ) ( where n ( c* ) is also appropriately chosen ). Let S ( x ( c ), c ) be the polyhedral solution set of the linear program ( 3.2.2 ). As is well known, S ( x ( c ), c ) contains at least one basic solution and S (-, ) is upper semicontinuous. Therefore, some neighborhood V 3 C V 2 of e* has the property that for any c E V 3 and x ( E) E S ( c) n U 1 , there is a basic solution ( xl, x 2 ) E S ( x ( £), ) S ( x*,'* ).
Since there are only a finite number of basic solutions, for some fixed basic solution ( xl , x 2 ) and 
Notice that CB ( x ( ), ) is a subvector of(F ( F ( x ( ), )T, -F (x ( ), )T ), hence for some M > 0,
Iln(e* + tk ) -n(C*)l -M tk fork E K.
So the sequence of dual solutions we choose has the desired property. Now obviously, some subsequence K' C K C N and vectors nL satisfy
The following lemma gives the set of constraints that the two vectors xL and n L must satisfy simultaneously. We need the following notation to state the lemma. Let
Lemma 3.2.1. The two vectors xL and nL satisfy the following linear complementarity constraints:
Proof. See Appendix B.
Now any vector in D ( co ) satisfies system ( 3. Adding these two inequalities, we obtain ( x' -x" )T Vx F ( x*, c* ) (x' -x") -0.
Since Vx F ( x*, E* ) is positive definite on span ( pl ), the previous inequality implies x' = x".
Therefore, D ( eo ) is a singleton, or in another words, for some neighborhood U of x*, S ( E ) n U is directional differentiable at ( x*, e* ).
Remarks.
( i ) In view of its linear structure, the variational inequality problem VI', as in the case of linear complementarity problems, can be solved by certain pivoting algorithms. On the other hand, with the use of a diagnalization method to solve VI', in each step the subproblem is a quadratic optimization problem that is relatively easy to solve.
( ii ) Note that for an underlying set of the form P = ( x R n I A x > b, C x = d } }, the results obtained so far remain valid if we just change pl to be P = x E R I Al x 2 0, C x = 0 }. In the following lemma, we give a condition that implies Assumption 3.1.1.
Lemma 3.2.2. Suppose x* solves VI ( c* )
. Assume F ( -, ) is differentiable for each e near * and V x F ( x, e ) is continuous near ( x*, e* ). Then V x F ( x*, e* ) being positive definite on span ( P ) implies We now make the same assumptions on the function F as in Section 2 -the only difference is that P' has changed. Notice that the development in Section 3.1 did not use the explicit form of P or P to establish the Lipschitz continuity property of the perturbed local solution set. Therefore, using the same approach we can derive the Lipschitz continuity property for the current problem. We summerize this result in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1.1. For some neighborhoods U 1 of x* and V 1 of *, the perturbed local solution set S ( ) n U 1 is contained in x* + P' for e E V 1 and is Lipschitz continuous at ( x*, e* ), i.e.,
Ilx(e) -x* II < (L/a)ll -*S I for anyx(e) S (e) n U 1 and E V 1 ( a is defined in Lemma 3.1.1 ).
We notice that the soluton to the linear system B z -b -A x ( e ) might not be unique for each x ( ) S ( e ) n U 1 and e E VI. For the purpose of our analysis, we define z ( e ) to be the unique solution of the following convex programming problem:
subject to Bz b-A x(e).
The next lemma shows that z ( e ) is Lipschitz continuous at z*. Since D n P is a polyhedron, some number p > 0 has the property that for any x E D n P, x is a convex combination of x* and some x' E D n P n {x I x -x* 11 > p }. Now let
For any x(e E )S() nU 1 and V E lV, x( ) x*, we have x() = ax + (1 -a) x* for some x, E D n P n{x II x -x* II p} and some 0 < a < 1. Let z, = a zo(xc) + ( 1 -a) z*. Then Then following the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, we obtain the next result. 
Perturbed traffic equilibria with elastic demands
In the previous subsection, we have considered a traffic equilibrium model with a fixed demand pattern. Now we allow the demand of each O-D pair to be a function of the minimum travel time between all O-D pairs. As we will see, the resulting equilibrium model can also be described as a variational inequality of the general form we suggested in Subsection 4.1. But unfortunately, Assumption 2.4 is now too restrictive in this case. Therefore, we need to modify some of our proofs in 
Example
Consider the network of 
Conclusions
This study considers the perturbation problem for variational inequalities defined on polyhedral sets. The approach suggested in this paper consists of two major steps -first establishing a Lipschitz continuity property, and then a directional differentiability property of the perturbed local solution set. This particular feature of the method allows application to a number of equilibrium problems including the traffic equilibrium problem and the spatial market equilibrium problem. The analysis of this paper was carried out in a fairly general context -we considered the variation of the local solution set, rather than a unique solution, with respect to small perturbations. Thus we have introduced the notion of differentiability for a point-to-set mapping about a certain point. Even when the local solution set is not directionally differentiable, we attempted to characterize the first-order behavior of the local solution set. In a subsequent paper, we will extend the work of this paper to variational inequalities defined on nonpolyhedral sets. consider a neighborhood U1 of x* of the form U 1 ( ) = { x xi* -8 < x < xi* + , i = 1,--, n }, where > 0 is to be determined. Note that H = { x ILF ( x*, c* )T ( x -x* ) = 0 is a supporting hyperplane of P n C1 ( U 1 ( 6 ) ) at x*, and that the solution set of linear program min { F (x*, * )T x x P n Cl (U 1 (5))} is contained in H n P ( see Figure 3 .1.1 ). In view of the polyhedral structure of P n Cl ( U 1 ( 5 ) ) and the continuity of the function F at ( x*, * ), we know ( by the upper semicontinuity property of the solution set of linear programs ) that there exist a neighborhood V 1 C V of e* and 8 small enough so that for any xO E Cl ( U ( ) ) and e 0 ( V 1 , the solution set of linear program min{F (xO, E )Tx x P n Cl (U 1 (8) } is contained in H n P. Finally, note that H n P C x* + P', which completes the proof. Then for n large enough, we have by subtracting the equations or inequalities in the previous complementarity system for values e* and * + tn o, and by using the complementary slackness Letting n -, o, we observe that xL and nL satisfy system ( 3.2.3 ). Thus S' ( e ). is Lipschitz continuous at ( f*, v*, d* ).
